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The Sterling Software services to which NonStop NET/MASTER MS connects,
formerly called NET/MASTER, is now referred to as the SOLVE management
services.

All sections in this manual have minor changes, which include updated screen
displays, examples, and figures.  The following sections have major changes:

Notation Conventions

The subsection “Boldface” now precedes the subsection “Underline _.”

Section 1 Introduction to NonStop NET/MASTER MS Commands

The tables have been expanded to include information about the new commands
described in Section 2, “NonStop NET/MASTER MS Commands.”

Section 2 NonStop NET/MASTER MS Commands

This section has a general change, new commands, and changed commands.

General Changes

Many Cautions have been changed to Notes.

For most commands, the final bullet in the subsection “Considerations” listed related
commands with a brief description of the command.  The brief description has been
removed.

New Commands

The following commands are new:

LBANNER

NCLQUEUE RESET

NCLQUEUE SET

SHOW NCLQUEUE

TERMINAL LOCK

Changed Commands

The following commands have been changed:

DEBUG SOURCE—The syntax has been corrected; the (default) OFF operand has
been underlined.

FLUSH—The command now flushes a queued or delayed NCL process.

FSTOP—The command now completely shuts down NonStop NET/MASTER MS,
regardless of its operating state.

LTITLE—The description of the command has additional information.
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PARAM—The DYNAMICPROCESS operand has additional information about
running as a process pair.  The NCLQUEUESVOL operand is new.  The
PROCESSCLASS operand no longer has a default value (of NC).  The
PROCESSCPU operand can now be used to specify where the backup process of a
static BK, EM, or NC persistent process is created.  The STATICPROCESS operand
has additional information.

PROCESS ALTER—The BACKUPCPU operand can now be used with BK, EM,
and NC application processes.

PROCESS SWITCH—The command can now be used with BK, EM, and NC
application processes.

PROGRUN—The syntax has been changed; the PAUSE operand now allows you
to control when NonStop NET/MASTER MS takes back control of the terminal
after the process started by PROGRUN has terminated.

SHOW NCL—The syntax has been changed; the QUEUE, DELAYED, and ARGS
operands are new.  The command now displays information about queued or
delayed NCL processes.

SHOW NCLOBJECT—The default authority level of the PROC operand has been
corrected.

SHOW PARAM—The display shows additional startup parameters

SHOW SYSPARMS—The display shows additional system parameters.

SHOW TERM—Cross-references to other commands have been changed.

SHOW TERMDEF—Cross-references to other commands have been changed.

SHUTDOWN—This command and the SHUTDOWN $ABEND$ command now
have a separate entry in the manual to emphasize their different functions.

SHUTDOWN $ABEND$—This command and the SHUTDOWN command now
have a separate entry in the manual to emphasize their different functions.  The
command now completely shuts down NonStop NET/MASTER MS, regardless of
its operating state.

SYSPARMS—The EMSMAXRATE and SWGUIDDSNM operands are new.  The
EMSDISTFLT operand now accepts one or more filters or filter tables.  The
EMSDISTPFN operand now requires EMSDIST as the program file name.  The
range of values accepted by the EMSLINELEN operand has been corrected:  you
can specify a value from 80 through 32000.  The range of values accepted by the
EMSLINENUM operand has been corrected:  you can specify a value from 1
through 400.

TERMINAL ADD—Cross-references to other commands have been changed.

TERMINAL DELETE—Cross-references to other commands have been changed.

TITLE—Cross-references to other commands have been changed.
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UDBCTL OPEN—The syntax has been corrected; the extraneous pair of braces
surrounding the SWGUID operand in the syntax box has been removed.

Appendix A Default Authority Levels for Guardian Utility Commands

The FUP VOLS command has been added to Table A-32.

The PUP ADDRTOCYL, ADDRTOFILE, COPY, FIXMICROCODE, LISTDEFECTS,
LISTHEADERS, LISTSPARES, LISTVDL, LOADCHANNEL, UPDATEREV commands
have been removed from Table A-52.

Glossary The glossary has been expanded.

Index The index has been expanded.
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